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Since Canis lupus familiaris first shared a fire with man more than 15,000 years ago, dogs

have been trusted and valued coworkers. Yet the relatively new field of canine ergonomics is

just beginning to unravel the secrets of this collaboration. As with many new fields, the

literature on working dogs is scattered across several non-overlapping disciplines from

forensics and the life sciences to medicine, security, and wildlife biology. Canine Ergonomics:

The Science of Working Dogs draws together related research from different fields into an

interdisciplinary resource of science-based information.Providing a complete overview, from

physiology to cognition, this is the first book to discuss working dogs from a scientific

perspective. It covers a wide range of current and potential tasks, explores ergonomic and

cognitive aspects of these tasks, and covers personality traits and behavioral assessments of

working dogs. A quick look at the chapters, contributed by experts from across the globe and

across the multidisciplinary spectrum, illustrates the breadth and depth of information available

in this book.Traditionally, information concerning working dogs is mostly hearsay, with the

exchange of information informal at best and non-existent at worst. Most books available are

too general in coverage or conversely, too specific. They explain how to train a service dog or

train a dog to track, based on training lore rather than empirical methods verified with rigorous

scientific standards. This book, drawing on cutting edge research, unifies different perspectives

into one global science: Canine Ergonomics.

'It is twelve years since I recommended to Charlotte Baden-Powell that the future editions of

her little Architect’s Pocket Book would be safe in the hands of former FCBS partner Jonathan

Hetreed. The succession has worked very well and the Pocket Book continues to be a best

seller. Its appeal is comprehensive accessibility: it covers all those pragmatic necessities.As we

all know it’s very difficult to reduce everything to the essence of what is important, - to eliminate

the superfluous, condense and minimise. So scale is important in many respects – the physical

scale of the book, and the scale of the architecture covered- It is derived from the world of

smaller scale architecture though most of its contents are useful across the board. The latest

version has an updated section on sustainability and climate change, and a rewritten section

on engineering. Some sections have been weeded out to ensure that only the essentials are

retained. But there is also a whimsical quality that Charlotte really valued which acts as a

counterpoint to the editorial rigour. So it is great to see that the platonic solids are still there,

and the coastal weather stations, and Charlotte’s husband’s glass of wine is still on the

illustration of the "workstation"In an era where Google has a screen-based answer to

everything, it is slightly incongruous to find the Pocket Book adjacent to the multi-screened

architectural workstations that now inhabit our offices. Despite rising sales of the e-book

version the paper copy continues to be a best seller for architects, and particularly students. It

provides a simple quick reference for virtually everything you need to know on a day by day

basis. It belongs in every student’s studio-survival pack, with which they can begin to navigate

the quantitative labyrinth of being an architect.'Peter Clegg, Senior Partner, Feilden Clegg

Bradley Studios--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review'It is invaluable for

the smaller architectural practice. Packed with drawings, tables and symbol guides, this is a

must for use at the drawing board, computer or on-site.'Stadia magazine'A good easy to read

guide for site use'Alan Jarvis, Lecturer'This little gem is essential for any architect, builder,



surveyor, engineer, student, in fact anyone connected with the building industry. Information is

clearly presented in a no-nonsense style. The well illustrated diagrams help the building regs.

appear almost logical'5-star Ebook Tops review'I have bought this book because I am studying

architecture at school and think that it is really helpful.Buy it for...*building regulations*Planning

info*measurements*tips and tricks of the trade'5-star Ebook Tops review'Very useful in

providing quick and easy references to various architectural data.'Sarah Radif, Course Leader

--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the PublisherThe book includes

data about planning, structure, services, building elements, materials and addresses, and is

intended to be used both at the drawing board and on site.The selection of the material by the

author is based on many years' experience of architectural practice in both public and private

offices.Charlotte Baden-Powell was trained at the Architectural Association in London and has

practised as an architect for 38 years. She began by working for British Rail and later for Sir

Denys Lasdun. Since then she has run her own practice in London and Bath, dealing with new

works as well as the restoration and extension of old buildings. She has written and lectured

about the design of kitchens and bathrooms and is the author of Fireplace Design and

Construction. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorCharlotte

Baden-Powell was trained at the Architectural Association in London and after qualifying as an

architect worked with British Rail designing stations for the Midland Region and then University

buildings in the office of Sir Denys Lasdun. After starting her own practice, her work was

primarily for private clients and consisted mainly of altering, restoring and adding to buildings in

and around London and Bath. She wrote and lectured on the detail design of kitchens,

bathrooms and fireplaces. She died in 2006.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Read more
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Ebook Tops Reader, “dogs as they ARE. FINALLY...a book that celebrates dogs and their

TRUE characteristics...the author is obviously impressed enough with dogs that he feels no

need to add the pink fluffy hype that is so common in so many dog books...on the other hand

he avoids the error that dogs are simply instinct driven robots with fur on. The author can't go

as far as I would like: by admitting that they are more than the sum of their parts but he is a

scientist and I am not... FIVE STARS and worth the money...I would take away half a star

because it is not available on the older generation Kindles”

Goat, “Well worth the price. Lots of good information, well worth the price. It is one of those

books that is informative over more than just dogs, not because it tries to be, but because it

pulls on so many ideas. Highly recommended to anyone who would like a more scientific look

at dogs and dogs and dog training that the sometimes good, but poorly supported ideas that

are everywhere. It is heavy reading though.”

a Reader, “Good Bood for the Library. Don't be put off by the high price as it is worth it.

Compiles alot of new research studies involving working dogs across a wide range of canine

disciplines. This is not a 'fluff' read that you will breeze through in a single night so it might be

to much for the beginnning novice handler but well worth it for the experienced handler who

want to extend their knowledge and understanding. Well worth it for the library shelf and one

that I've gone back and read several times.”

hayden m holman, “Five Stars. For the serious K-9 handler.”

Danny, “Revolutionary Book. One of the most startlingly things I learned in this book is the

possibility of trained detector dogs revolutionizing medical practice. The current research

suggests that dogs trained to detect breast cancer from breath samples may actually exceed

the detection level of radiologists using mammography. The patient simply needs to breathe

into a tube which the dog then sniffs. No painful breast compression, no risk of exposure to

radiation, and the dog works for biscuits and the chance to play, not $400,000 or more like a

radiologist. If we're worried about skyrocketing medical costs in America, maybe the people

calling the shots should read Helton's book. Dogs are already used to keep us safe at Airports

and to prevent people from smuggling in drugs or foreign pests. The use of dogs in medicine

could be revolutionary, thanks Dr. Helton.Canine Ergonomics: The Science of Working Dogs is

THE book on working dogs. Helton has brought together an immensely diverse set of the

world's leading experts on dogs to create the first scientific book on working dogs available.

Contributors include: Peter Pongracz, one of the world's leading researchers on canine social

cognition; Samuel Gosling, the world's leading authority on animal personality and dog

temperament; Allen Goldblatt, Irit Gazit, and Joseph Terkel, the world's leading experts on



canine explosive detection; Michael Davis, a world expert on canine exercise physiology, sled

dogs and canine athletes; Richard Engeman, pioneer whose work on using dogs to prevent the

spread of invasive species, especially brown treesnakes in the Pacific, has saved countless

environments; Alexander Ferworn, who has pioneered the interface of technology with working

dogs, essentially the father of what you might call canine cyborgology; Paul Feltovich, expert

on expertise; Deborah Smith, pioneer of conservation dogs; Natalie Sachs-Ericsson, authority

on assistance dogs, etc., etc. Not to mention Helton himself, whose own research is cutting

edge. The book covers almost every facet of working dogs. The book is full of interesting

factual information and is definitely the book to get if you are interesting in the REAL SCIENCE

of dogs.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Highly recommended. Excellent reference material. The publication is a

review of different areas pertaining to working K9’s, carried out with science based

methodology. It contains a lot of pertinent information, as a current operational K9 handler it

was particularly interesting in the areas of USAR and technology associated with this field. I

would highly recommend it for the serious handler wanting to learn more about the area of K9

utilisation.”

The book by David Edgerton has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 11 people have provided feedback.
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